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Publisher Correction to: Malar J (2021) 20:303
https://doi.org/10.1186/s12936-021-03831-x
Following publication of the original article [1], it was
brought to our attention that the article had published
with an incorrect version of Figure 4.
Figure 4 has since been updated in the published article
and may be found in this correction for reference.
The publisher apologizes for any inconvenience caused.

The original article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1186/s12936-
021-03831-x.
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Fig. 4 Representative flow cytometry plots to show gating strategy for phenotyping of B-cells. a Primary gating of CD19+ cells. Only these cells
were considered for further analysis. b Gating of plasma cells/blasts. c Separation of CD27 and FCRL4 cells
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